ABSTRACT: A pseudo-complete coloring of a graph G is an assignment of colors to the vertices of G such that for any two distinct colors, there existadjacent vertices having those colors. The maximum number of colors used in a pseudocomplete coloring of G is called the pseudoachromatic number of G and is denoted by ( ). A graph G is called edge critical if ( − )< ( )for any edge e of G. A graph G is called vertex critical if − <. ( )for every vertex v of G. These graphs are generally called as pseudoachromatic number critical graphs (shortly as PAN Critical graphs). In this paper, we investigate the properties of these critical graphs. Research suppo rted b y UGC -J RF.
characterizations of edge critical graphs, critical cycles and critical paths. In this paper, we further investigate theproperties of these critical graphs such as degrees, degree sequences, diameter and traversibility.
. P A N C r i t i c a l G r a p h s
The graphs which are critical with respect to Pseudo-achromatic number are generally called as PAN-critical graphs. Formal definitions are as follows: Definition 2.1. A graph G is called k-edge critical if ψ s (G)=k and ψ s (G − e)<k for any edge e of G. A graph G is called k -vertex critical if ψ s (G)=k and ψ s (G − v)<k for any vertex v of G. Definition 2.2. Let G be a graph and v ∈ V(G)be a vertex of degree d. Let n be a positive integer less than d. Then an n-splitting of v is the replacement of v by a set of n new pairwise independent vertices u i i=1 n withdegu i > 1, fo r al l i, 1 < i< n,
and N u i i=1 n = N(v), where for any sub set S of V(G), N(S) means the set of all neighbors of vertices in S.
The following simple observations, which are quite useful later, follow directly from the definitions of critical graphs. Proposition 2.3. A graph G is k-edge critical if and only if G is k-pseudo-complete colorable and E G = n 2 Proposition 2.4. Any k-edge critical graph is k-vertex critical. Pro po sitio n 2 .5. If G is a k-ed ge critical grap h and II is the grap h obtained from G by n-splitting a vertex of G. Then H is k -edge critical. Proposition 2.6. Let G be a k-edge critical graph and H be the grap h obtained from G by identifying a pair of vertices, having same color with respect to a k-pseudo-complete coloring of G. Then H is k-edge critical. P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . 7 . I f G i s k-edge critical, then G + K n , is (n+ k)-vertex critical Proposition 2.8. Let k be an odd integer.
Then, the cycle of order k 2 ) is k--edge critical. Suppose k is even. Since G is k-edge critical, it follows from Proposition 2.6 that the graph obtained from G by identifying all pairs of vertices having same color, with respect to any k-pseudo-complete coloring of G, is isomorphic to K k and a path in G corresponds to a trail of same length in K k . Since the maximu m length of a trail in K k is k- Since in any n-pseudo-complete coloring of an n-edge critical graph, the sum of the degrees of all the vertices having same color is n-1, it follows thatthere is no n-edge critical, Eulerian graph when n is an even integer. 
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